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Microplastics (MPs) (plastic particles < 5 mm in size) have become the most ubiquitous
type of anthropogenic litter contaminating aquatic environments worldwide, and are
capable of harming aquatic organisms and entering the food web. Microplastic
research has rapidly evolved over several decades, with many studies sampling
microplastic in surface waters. For sea surface sampling of MPs, different net
devices have been used. But although there is an increasing number of studies
using these devices to quantifying MPs in different aquatic environments, data
comparison is difficult due to the lack of standardised, harmonised sampling
methods and data reporting units. The Manta net device is actually the most
commonly used method for sea surface sampling of MPs. The three main parts of
this net are: the floating/stabilizing part, the opening mouth and the net bag, and each
of them can have its own specifications. These specifications, along with the sampling
methods, can be critical for the efficiency of the sampling accurate quantification of
MPs in the aquatic environments. The use of different mesh sizes, inconsistency in
trawling duration, speed and distance, and in the net opening dimensions, make it
impossible to compare the studies between each other. This review analyzes the
methodologies and characteristics of Manta nets used for MPs sampling, discussing
factors that can impact the efficiency of the sampling and the quantification of MPs, and
proposes recommendations in order to improve and standardize the sampling
protocol.
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INTRODUCTION

Microplastic (MPs) pollution represents a growing concern for contemporary society, due to the
constant increase in plastic production and its disposal and accumulation in the aquatic
environments. Annual plastic production has gone from 10 million tons in 1960 to 368 million
tons in 2019 (Plastic Europe, 2020), and these data do not take into account PET (polyethylene
terephthalate) fibers, PA (polyamide) and polyacyl. At such a scale, an obvious consequence of this
production is the huge amount of plastic litter released into the environment, especially to aquatic
ecosystems. The actual amount of plastic that is, released to the aquatic environment is hard to
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quantify but is estimated at between 5 and 20 million metric tons
each year (Jambeck et al., 2015; Isobe et al., 2019). Plastic particles
are now found worldwide, even in the remote areas like
Antarctica and the Himalayas (González-Pleiter et al., 2020;
Hamilton et al., 2021; Ajay et al., 2021).

The number of studies published on MPs pollution in aquatic
environments has drastically increased in the last decade (Cowger
et al., 2020). Such an increase has yielded a lot of knowledge on the
scale ofmicroplastic pollution and highlighted the need to employ the
correct evaluation procedure. Analytical methods for identifying the
polymer composition of MPs have achieved a broad consensus
among scientists, with Raman and Fourier-transform infrared
spectroscopy being the two most-used methods for identifying
their nature. However, there is no standard sampling method
used among studies and no recognised international protocol for
surface water MPs sampling (Cowger et al., 2020; Ryan et al., 2020).
Themost commonly used field samplingmethods forMPs in aquatic
environment are nets, bottles, buckets and pumps (Hung et al., 2021).

Due to the high variability of MPs spatial distribution, the use
of a pump or bulk sampler may not be representative since the
covered sampling area is limited (Desforges et al., 2014; Song
et al., 2014; GESAMP 2022). The sampled volumes with this
method are also limited and overestimation of MPs abundance
can be observed (Tamminga et al., 2019). However, these
methods present some advantages, they are relatively easy to
use and can usually be handled by one person and deployed in
area where net trawling is impractical (harbour, shallow areas
and near the shore . . . ). Unlike nets where the mesh size
determines the minimum particle sampled, they also allow
the very smallest MPs to be collected. An underestimation of

the smallest particles can be a problem, especially when they are
possibly the most dangerous for marine life.

Trawl nets have been widely used for sampling MPs in aquatic
environment as they allow the sampling of large surfaces or volumes
of water relatively quickly in order to obtain a representative sample
of the studied area (Hidalgo-Ruz et al., 2012; Barrows et al., 2017;
Gago et al., 2019). Among the different trawl nets the Neuston net
has been after the Manta net the most used in the marine
environment for sampling and monitoring MP contamination.
However, due to its low reliability with respect to the sampling
height within the water column, its design was upgraded to the
Manta net design for more stability, buoyancy in the water and
precision in the water layer being sampled (Brown and Cheng 1981).
The principal difference between the Neuston nets consists in the
height of the sampled water layer: Manta generally samples the first
15–25 cm while the Neuston net samples a larger water layer
(generally slightly less than 50 cm). Currently, the Manta net is
the most commonly used method for surface sampling MPs in
saltwater as well as freshwater systems (Prata et al., 2019; Mai et al.,
2018; Razeghi et al., 2021). There are five times more studies that
have used Manta net than Neuston net in recent years (Figure 1).

Manymodifications on the earlyManta net have beenmade and it
has been used for collecting surface floating litter in oceansworldwide
(Moore et al., 2001; Lattin et al., 2004) andmore recently for sampling
of MPs (e.g., Eriksen et al., 2013; de Lucia et al., 2014). Still, there is
little consistency in the Manta net design with different sizes of the
device and sampling criteria in aquatic environments (sampling
duration, sampling speed, mesh size used . . . ).

This review aims to (i) analyze the methodologies and the
characteristics of Manta nets used for MPs sampling, (ii) discuss

FIGURE 1 | Number of publications per year using the Manta net (blue) or the Neuston net (yellow) as a sampling method for microplastics on the water surface
during the last decade.
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factors that can impact the efficiency of the sampling and theMPs
quantification, and (iii) propose recommendations in order to
improve and standardize the sampling protocol.

In order to reach this objective an extensive literature review,
using a scientific database (Scopus®) and a scientific article
browser (Google Scholar®), was conducted to collect all articles
published up to October 2021. No article including the Manta net
for sampling MPs was identified before 2012. The employed
research equations were “manta + microplastics” and “manta +
microplastic.” Articles were conserved if the Manta net was
directly used in the study for sampling MPs in aquatic
environments. From Scopus®, 58 documents were collected,
and the query on Google Scholar yielded 1340 documents,
from which 71 new articles were included.

The reviewed studies covered all six continents with very
different aquatic environments such as lakes, estuaries, rivers,
coastal and open seas. The majority of them, 71%, covered
seawater sampling in coastal areas Supplementary Table S1,
whereas others studied freshwater areas like rivers (Ta et al., 2020;
He et al., 2021; Frank et al., 2021 i.e.), lakes (Uurasjärvi et al.,
2020; Bertoldi et al., 2021; Felismino et al., 2021, i.e.) or reservoirs
(Ramadan and Sembiring, 2020) Supplementary Table S2.

OVERVIEW OF THE CHARACTERISTICS OF
MANTA NETS

The “Manta Net”was originally designed for collecting organisms
and flotsam from the sea surface in the 1980s (Brown and Cheng,

1981). The Manta Net design and name derives from the surface-
feeding Manta Ray (Manta sp.) because of its paired, anterior
extensions flanking the mouth enables it to capture organisms at
the ocean surface (Brown and Cheng, 1981). AManta net consists
of a frame part and the collecting net terminates in a collector
Figure 2. The frame part is generally composed of stainless steel
or aluminum, so that the aperture remains the same size during
the sampling. These dimensions of the opening vary a lot
according to the different studies. The width of the mouth can
be from 30 cm up to 120 cm (Wang et al., 2020) and the height
varies from 10 to 75 cm (Isobe et al., 2015) Figure 3. In the
literature analyzed in this review, the most common dimension
was 60 cm wide and 15 cm high (Figure 3), with half of the
studies having apertures with at least one of these dimensions
Supplementary Tables S1, S2. On both sides of the frame, the
floating parts considered as “wings” or floaters, are able to keep
the Manta net floating and stable during the whole sampling
process. The floating part is usually the main difference between
different models of Manta net outside of its dimensions. Wings
can provide a better stability but the floating part can be adaptable
towards the position of the Manta net in water.

The dimensions of the net follow the dimensions of the open
mouth for the opening area and the length of net is usually
around 200–300 cm (Figure 4).

According to 90% of the studies, a mesh size of ca. 300–350 µm
is the most widely used Figure 4. No particular reason is given for
this mesh size except that Manta nets evolved from plankton
sampling nets that often have a 330 µm mesh size. Besides
300–350 μm, other mesh sizes were also used in other studies

FIGURE 2 | Picture of a Manta net sampling device.
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e.g., 52, 60, 100, 125, 150, and 200 µm (Kazour et al., 2019;
Herrera et al., 2020; Ramadan and Sembiring, 2020; Sembiring
et al., 2020; Bertoldi et al., 2021; Zheng et al., 2021) Figure 4;
Supplementary Table S2.

SAMPLING PROCEDURES: WAKE ZONE,
SPEED, TIME AND DISTANCE

According to the review analysis, Manta net sampling requires
the use of a motorboat or similar vessel, or a sailing boat
(Palatinus et al., 2019). The procedure consists of deploying
the Manta net from the boat using different techniques to
avoid turbulence and possible contamination from the boat
and the sampling device. For example, poles and cables can be
deployed from the side of the boat guaranteeing that the Manta
net is kept far enough from the boat during sampling (Li et al.,
2020). It is important to deploy the Manta net out of the wake
zone (approx. 3–4 m distance from the boat) to prevent collecting
water affected by the turbulence happening inside the wake zone.
More than 80% of the studies reviewed followed this guideline in
an attempt to avoid contamination caused by the boat.

TheManta trawl is towed horizontally and against the current.
The hauling speed is an important parameter to take into
consideration (Gago et al., 2019). Considering all the studies
reviewed, 76% performed the MP sampling at a speed below 3
knots, but five studies (6%) sampled at a higher speed of around 4
to 5 knots (Green et al., 2018; Anderson et al., 2017; Ruiz-Orejón
et al., 2018; Green et al., 2018; Teng et al., 2020) Figure 5. The
AVANI trawl designed by Eriksen et al., 2018 can sample at
higher speeds such as 8 knots. These high speeds always occurred
on the open sea and while it reduces the time of sampling, it also
results in the net becoming clogged more quickly. In contrast, six
different studies employed a null speed sampling (Warrack et al.,
2017; Deocaris et al., 2019; Constant et al., 2020; Mora-Teddy and
Matthaei, 2020; Wong et al., 2020; Frank et al., 2021), which is
only possible in rivers or streams where the current allows the
MPs to be drawn into the net. The remaining studies did not
mention any speed for the sampling step.

The sampling speed influences the duration of the sampling
that was also as a variable factor among the different studies. The
sampling time ranged from 5 to 90 min with an average of 20 ±
5 min observed in 54% of studies Supplementary Tables S1, S2;
Figure 5. The sampling time parameter has been studied by

FIGURE 3 | Distribution of Manta height and width in the reviewed literature, including studies of both saltwater (dark blue) and freshwater (light blue).
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Michida et al. (2019), the authors recommended a sampling time
of 20 min when the conditions allow it. The authors indicate that
a 20 min sampling time is a good compromise between volume
sampled and potential clogging problems. However, if the density
of objects at the surface is too dense i.e., plankton, algae, fish eggs,
the sampling time should be reduced. Some studies specified that

if the particles of the water are too dense, a sampling time lower
than 30 min is recommended (Viršek et al., 2016). A longer
sampling time, higher than 90 min, can also lead to complications
such as clogging of the net.

The distance covered during sampling is only reported in 16%
of all the studies reviewed, Supplementary Tables S1, S2;

FIGURE 4 | Distribution of Manta mesh size and net length in the reviewed literature, including studies of both saltwater (dark blue) and freshwater (light blue).

FIGURE 5 | Dispersion of sampling distance, sampling duration and sampling speed of the reviewed literature including studies made in seawater (A) and
freshwater (B).
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Figure 5, mainly due to the fact that it can be deduced only with
the sampling speed and duration or the number of rotations given
by the flowmeter if one is used.

A FORGOTTEN PARAMETER: REPLICATES

Another point exhibited in this review was that only 21% of the
studies performed replicate sampling Supplementary Tables S1,
S2. Replicate MP sampling is usually complicated by, for example,
an inability to sample back and forth over the same sector.
Moreover, it is also time consuming and the weather
conditions can complicate the sampling. However, the results
of replicate sampling at a location could better represent the real
level of MPs in the studied environment. Three replicates of
10 min each instead of one sampling of 30 min are a good
compromise between feasibility and a sufficiently
representative sampling of the environment. Indeed, in this
case, the risk of the net clogging or suffering another incident
while sampling would be reduced. Moreover, comparison
between these 3 replicates could be reported to gain an
enhanced picture of variability in MP pollution at a given site.

VOLUME SAMPLED, REQUIREMENT OF
PRECISE TOOLS

In the studies reviewed here, the sampling area was calculated by
multiplying the towing distance by the width of the trawl
Supplementary Tables S1, S2. The volume of water was
estimated using a flowmeter, or else by calculations based on
the distance travelled by boat using a GPS at a constant speed, and
thenmultiplying by the width of theManta net frame (Stock et al.,
2019). The sampling volume was clearly mentioned in only 11%
of the reviewed studies. The sampled water volume was generally
calculated using the following formula: sampled height
underwater x width of the trawl x sampled distance. The
sampled distance was calculated as “number of rotor
rotations” x “flowmeter constant” when a flowmeter was
present during the sampling. However, because the net’s
immersion depth changes constantly with waves, wind and
boat movement, it is difficult to accurately calculate the
volume of water being filtered (Karlsson et al., 2020; Felismino
et al., 2021). Most of the studies defined the water height
approximately by considering “half of the Manta was
submerged” (Felismino et al., 2021; He et al., 2021; Schmidt
et al., 2021).

A study that has been reviewed here focused on developing an
accurate method to measure the height of the water in order to
obtain an accurate sample volume (Karlsson et al., 2020). The
authors used a camera placed in front of the mouth opening of the
Manta net which can follow and therefore estimate the height of
the water during the sampling process. The study shows that a
30 min sampling with a few centimeters of height’s difference can
lead to a huge difference in the sampling volumes. For example,
an error of 48% was observed according to where the height is
measured, between the lowest or the highest point reached by

water (Karlsson et al., 2020). According to (Michida et al., 2019),
the measurement of the water’s height remains an issue when
using a Manta net and can lead to under- or over-estimating the
volume sampled and the resulting concentration of MPs.

Attention should always be paid to the method used for
measuring the volume sampled. Flowmeters and GPS methods
for computing volume sampled can give very different results and
can result in a halving or doubling of the MPs abundance (Gago
et al., 2019). Using only the GPS could lead to misinterpretation
of the distance travelled, for example, while the clogging effect
and the currents also affect the real sampled volumes.

SURVEY OF MICROPLASTICS IN THE
WATER SURFACE AFFECTED BY THE
OPENING MOUTH AND ENVIRONMENTAL
FACTORS

Most of the reviewed studies referred to the Manta method for
sampling surface and subsurface water without actually
indicating the sampled depth Supplementary Tables S1, S2.
The highest reported sampled depth using the Manta net was
around 50 cm (De Lucia et al., 2014; Pini et al., 2018). However,
the average sampled depth in all studies corresponds to 25 cm,
which could be defined as a standard depth in upcoming
standardized sampling methods. Naturally, and as previously
discussed, the sampled depth is also largely dependent on the
aperture characteristics.

Sampling with a Manta trawl requires relatively calm
conditions to function properly (Anderson et al., 2017).
Particles on the surface and the subsurface water are usually
very dependent on meteorological and hydrodynamic factors
such as wind, waves, currents and temperature (Drivdal et al.,
2014; Kukulka et al., 2012). These phenomena can lead to the
transport and the mixing of particles between surface and the
subsurface water layers, and can be computed using wind speed
and wave heights analysis (Kukulka et al., 2012). Collecting
metadata related to those factors (meteorological and
hydrodynamic) is thus very important during MPs sampling
using a Manta net in order to better interpret the results.
Studies showed that the wind’s speed and direction can
interact with the presence of MPs in the environment by
moving them from one environment to another (Collignon
et al., 2012; Frias et al., 2020), and their concentration can
also increase with rainfall and storm water runoff (Moore
et al., 2001; Free et al., 2014; Sutton et al., 2016). The boat’s
speed during sampling might also cause water turbulence that
modifies the particles’ movement in the water column.

Along with meteorological and hydrodynamic factors, the
physical properties of water, i.e., its density (mainly impacted
by the temperature and the salinity), also impact the position of
the MPs in the water column (Prata et al., 2019). This latter could
also be modified by biofouling mechanisms that increases the
density of particles (Kooi et al., 2017). Hence, in the same area, the
type of polymers found at a depth of 40 cm can be different from
those found at 15 cm depth (Lenaker et al., 2019). According to
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the reviewed studies, most of the polymers found onto the water
surface and subsurface were PS (polystyrene), PE (polyethylene)
and PP (polypropylene) (Frère et al., 2017; So et al., 2018; Aigars
et al., 2021) Supplementary Tables S1, S2. These polymers have a
density lower than 1 g/cm3, while PVC (polyvinyl chloride) or
PET are more likely to be located deeper in the water column and
in the bottom sediment due to their higher densities (Lenaker
et al., 2019). But the opposite phenomenon is also observed when
plastic particles with higher density than seawater are found at the
surface and low-density polymers in benthic sediment (Suaria
et al., 2016; Kaiser et al., 2017; Teng et al., 2020). Biofouling can be
one explanation for these observations, when microorganisms
that have high density develop on low density particles and
chaotic behaviors of the water column transport high-density
particles to the surface (Kooi et al., 2017). High-density particles
were identified in 9% of the publications whereas lower density
PE was characterized in 92% of the publications (Supplementary
Tables S1, S2). Overall, all sampling methods considered, few
studies have reported the distribution of polymers in the water
column, and the impact of environmental phenomena like
biofouling or weathering on the distribution of MPs in the
water column are still poorly understood and need further
development (Kooi et al., 2017).

CHARACTERISTICS OF THE NET
IMPACTING THE SAMPLING

As previously mentioned, different sizes of the Manta’s net
opening structure are reported in the literature, and no
standard net size was used. The Manta nets used in
freshwater and seawater are of similar sizes (opening and
length) in terms of dimensions Figure 3, except for one device
used in saltwater that was bigger than usual with a width of
100 cm (Pan et al., 2021). Smith et al. (1968) conducted an
extensive series of instrumented net tows using nets of
different shapes (cone and cylinder) and found that the
clogging rate of the net depended on four factors:

1) The composition and the density of suspended materials in
the water. Coastal waters with generally higher particle
loading than oceanic waters will cause clogging to occur
more rapidly.

2) The mesh size—the smaller the mesh size, the faster the net
was clogged.

3) The ratio of filtering area to mouth area—the smaller the ratio
the faster the clogging. For plankton net, the recommended
ratio between the mesh-filtering area and the mouth area is a
minimum of 6:1 (Tranter et al., 1968) for a mesh size of
0.3 mm and a ratio of 9:1 when using a net with smaller mesh
openings (Saito, 2018).

4) The shape of the net—a cone net resisted clogging the best,
closely followed by the cylinder-shaped net.

The clogging problem being mostly not reported in the
reviewed publications, no precise information can be deduced.
For example, few studies measure and adapt their sampling

according to water turbidity or the density of suspended
materials in the water (mesh size use, trawling duration).

The mesh net size seems to be the main factor affecting the
sampling of MPs using a Manta net. Viršek et al. (2016) gave
guidelines to sample MPs on the surface water with a Manta net
and invoked the risk of nets getting clogged during sampling. The
authors recommended 300 µm as the best mesh size to avoid any
clogging problems, and Berov and Klayn 2020 offered the same
advice. Excepting these two papers, no publication specifically
focused on the clogging problem and how to solve it.
Nevertheless, almost a third of the reviewed studies mentioned
that clogging was problematic, and that they overcame this
problem by using a mesh size of at least 300 µm and lowering
both sampling time (around 20 min) and speed (less than 3
knots).

The reviewed studies highlighted that 90% of the authors used
a mesh size around 300 µm Figure 4, but this size of mesh has
been proven to underestimate the amount of MPs in both surface
and subsurface water (Lindeque et al., 2020), especially when the
concentration of MPs increases as the size distribution decreases
(Kooi & Koelmans 2019). For example, the risk of
underestimating microplastic pollution using higher mesh sizes
investigated by Lindeque et al. (2020) showed that a 100 µmmesh
sampled 2.5 times more MPs than to a 300 µmmesh and 10 times
more than a 500 µm mesh.

The mesh size may directly influence the quantity of MPs
sampled, but also has an impact upon the shapes of MPs
collected, with beads only being sampled by a mesh size of
100 µm (Lindeque et al., 2020). The microplastic
contamination while sampling with a Manta net mainly comes
in the form of textile fibers according to (Gwinnett and Miller,
2021), but the Manta net sampling method is known to
underestimate the fibers sampled in the environment as
mentioned before, and fibers with a diameter <20 µm may not
be retained (Ryan et al., 2020; Gwinnett andMiller, 2021). Hence,
estimations of plastic fiber pollution levels derived from Manta
net sampling should be made with this caveat.

According to the reviewed publications, the smallest ratio of
filtering area to mouth area was around 8.6:1, a ratio which stills
follow the instructions given by Tranter et al. (1968) and all the
publications report the use of a cone shape net.

There are important sampling implications resulting from
progressive net clogging, since the water ceases to be
uniformly sampled as water will be pushed out of the net
resulting in an underestimation of the collected MPs. As the
pressure difference between the inside and the outside of the net
increases, more particles are also extruded through the mesh.
Once again, the use of a flowmeter could correct these effects due
to the fact that it will give the exact amount of volume sampled by
the Manta net (Gago J. et al., 2019).

PROCEDURES TO AVOID
CONTAMINATION ON THE FIELD

Contamination during the sampling procedure is a point that has
been reported in 25% of the reviewed studies, although it is
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crucial. Indeed, during field sampling most of the researchers had
not really addressed ways to avoid environmental contamination,
which is far more difficult than evaluating the contamination
during laboratory analyses. Blank analyses can still be carried out
by putting filtered Mill-Q water in an open stainless steel or glass
container in order to analyze the atmospheric fallouts during the
Manta net trawling. Systematically, the use of plastic tools must
be avoided during the sampling and samples treatment, except if
no stainless steel/glass tools alternative is available, in order to
avoid contamination as much possible. A blank sample should
also always be analyzed, when possible, at every step during the
treatment and conditioning of the sample to check for possible
contamination during the various stages of the process.
Moreover, some parts of the Manta net device are often made
of plastic polymers, such as the net that is, usually made of nylon,
or the cod end collector that is, made of PVC. These plastic parts
can be collected, analyzed and integrated in identification
databases, in order to avoid overestimation of MP loads due
to contamination by sampling devices (Scopetani et al., 2020).

EXPRESSION OF RESULTS

There is no standardized way of expressing the results among the
studies. Slightlymore than half of the reviewed publications present
a number of particles per volume, usually a number of particles per
cubic meter Supplementary Tables S1, S2. This percentage goes
up to 78% of the reviewed studies located in streams or rivers are
expressed with this unit, Supplementary Table S2. Indeed, this
unit permitted the quantification of the MPs transported over a
period amount of time, because the average water flow is usually
known for a river or a stream.Anotherway of expressing the results
is to give a number of particles per surface, as for example, 34% of
the publications which expressed results as particles per square
kilometer, Supplementary Tables S1, S2. This unit is more likely
to be concern vast, open-water areas of seawater, or else very large
freshwater areas such as the Great Lakes (Cable et al., 2017).
However, this expression of results could lead to under or over
estimation as the height of the water sampled is not considered and,
therefore, it is hard to know which height of the water column has
been really sampled. In addition, if the trawling speed is not
constant, the volume of the water sampled will be affected. A
third unit, reported in only 4% of the reviewed publications, was
the expression of MPs mass per surface area, usually in milligrams
per square kilometer (Hendrickson et al., 2018; Li et al., 2021).
Finally, the remaining studies (7%) presented their results as a
number of particles per transect of sampling, which reported the
number of MPs found at every transect. Hence, there remains a
lack of homogeneity in the expression of results among the studies
of MPs’ abundance obtained with Manta net

sampling Supplementary Tables S1, S2. These different units to
express results make it impossible to compare the results among
studies, even if the authors used the same settings during the
sampling. The normalization of a harmonized system for
expression of results would allow comparisons of the various
studies and contribute to a better estimation of the extent and
impact of MP pollution.

PROPOSITION OF RECOMMENDATION
FOR MANTA NET SAMPLING IN THE
FRAME OF HARMONIZATION
The future for sampling MPs with a Manta net would require first
a harmonization and then a standardization of all the parameters
in order to compare all data produced worldwide. Some
characteristics should be described in order to obtain a more
precise version of the protocols proposed, for example, by Viršek
et al., 2016; Michida, Y., et al., 2019 and Cowger et al., 2020.

First, we recommend that sampling be always carried out
under calm conditions, to limit the effects of turbulence on the
water column. Sampling should not be carried out when timing
and conditions are unsuitable, such as during high densities of
natural particles or organisms, i.e., algae and plankton blooms
(Michida, Y., et al., 2019). The environmental conditions,
i.e., important metadata, should also always be recorded while
a sample is collected, and include measurements of wind speed
and direction, wave height, tide coefficient, sea temperature and
weather conditions such as precipitation to allow comparisons
with other survey results (Michida, Y., et al., 2019). Observation
of the environmental conditions of the preceding few days is also
very important, and can give good leads to explain the
concentration of MPs in the water (Free et al., 2014; Sutton
et al., 2016). It is recommended that the water turbidity be
measured before each sampling campaign in order to adjust
theManta trawling time or distance and avoid clogging problems.

Secondly, the Manta net should be deployed horizontally in a
counter current to optimize the sampling. Ideally, the device should
be deployed from the side of the vessel (approx. 3–4m distance from
the boat) to avoid the disturbance from the ship’s wake, as well
contamination from the ship itself.

The boat used for sampling with aManta net should sail under
3 knots to properly stabilize the sampling net and to avoid tearing
it by accident and to avoid turbulent inflow at the net mouth
(Michida et al., 2019) Table 1.

The opening of the Manta net should always be just above the
water surface by ca. 2 cm, in order to avoid excessive variation of
the water height and limit atmospheric contamination.

A standardized size of the opening of the Manta should be
defined: here we recommend that 25*60 cm is retained as a

TABLE 1 | Recommended parameters while sampling with a Manta net according to the publications reviewed. W: width, H: height, L: net length.

Sampling Speed Sampling Duration Manta’s Dimension
(W*H*L)

Mesh Size Water Height
Sampled

Number of
Replicates

<3 knots <15 min 60*25*200 cm ~300 µm 23–25 cm >3
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standardized size for the opening, not least because it is one of the
most common dimensions used and hence will permit greater
exploitation of previously gathered data Table 1.

The length of the sampling net should always be greater than
150 cm, if the above recommendations for the dimensions of the
opening are followed, in order to avoid potential clogging
problems. The recommended ratio between the mesh-filtering
area and the mouth area of at least 6:1 should be respected.

The most widely used mesh size of 300 µm should be retained
in order to preserve all the data background on the studies sites
(Michida et al., 2019; Cowger et al., 2020) Table 1.

Replicates should always be carried out to improve the
representativeness of the obtained results. To avoid clogging and
other incidents while sampling, three replicates of a relatively short
amount of time (between 10 and 20min depending on the
environmental conditions) seem to offer the best compromise
between feasibility and representativeness of the sampled
environment when compared with a long transect of 30min
or more Table 1.

Tracking the volume sampled is a major challenge while
sampling with a Manta net: we recommend that a flowmeter
should be used for every transect and placed in the middle of the
opening during the whole sampling process. In this way, the volume
sampled should be as precise as possible and uncertainty due to
changes of water currents or any clogging effect can be reduced.

When possible, we recommend recording the net immersion
depth during each sampling run for accurate calculation of the
filtered water volume (Michida, Y., et al., 2019).

Contamination should be avoided as much as possible and
attention should be paid in particular to contamination from
fibers, as it has been proven that fiber abundance is
underestimated while sampling with nets methods (Gwinnett
and Miller, 2021). An environmental blank should be performed
for every replicate during the sampling run, by placing filtered
Milli-Q water in an open, stainless steel or glass container in order
to analyze the atmospheric fallouts during the Manta net
trawling. The results obtained with the blank should always be
reported and subtracted from the water sampling results in order
to correct obtained data and potential future data.

After each sampling event, the Manta net should be rinsed
from the outside with water pumped from the environment
(Viršek et al., 2016), the full area of the net has to be rinsed
carefully in order to collect all the particles trapped in the cod end.
The collector should then be removed from the main part and
rinsed with filtered Milli-Q water directly into a glass container
that has been cleaned with filtered ultra-pure water.

The results should also be expressed in all the units that are
available in order to facilitate comparisons with other studies. We
recommend that the results are expressed in particles per volume
and area, as well as in mass per volume and area whenever
possible.

The development of a sampling method which meets all of
these characteristics will improve precision of the results and the
comparability of levels of MPs contamination between studies
and sampling sites. An interesting avenue for the future of MPs
sampling would be to develop a new sampling device that
combines the advantages of the Manta net with a large

volume of water sampled but with greater stability to sample a
constant height of water and presenting ease of use without
having to use a boat and thus avoiding the sampling problems
associated with the boat effect and contamination as described in
this review. Such a device can be inspired by the use of an adapted
and standardized aquatic drone that facilitates sampling in
different aquatic environments regardless of depth or distance
from the shore. It will also allow to explore more easily the
contamination of aquatic environments by MPs according to a
standardized protocol and will also enable sampling replicates to
be carried out more easily.
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